Large granule-aggregating non-polypoid colorectal neoplasm: a clinically-important entity with unique cell loss and proliferation kinetics.
The large non-polypoid colorectal neoplasm with a granule-aggregating appearance shows characteristic features clinicopathologically. The aim of this study was to investigate the developmental mechanisms of this unique lesion. Among large non-polypoid tumours with a diameter of 10 mm or more, 26 granule-aggregating tumours (GATs) were evaluated while using 19 polypoid tumours (PTs) as controls. Apoptosis and proliferation indices in the superficial and deeper portions of lesions were assessed by immunohistochemical staining with anti-ss-DNA and Ki-67 antibodies, respectively. These indices were also analyzed for clinicopathological conditions to clarify the developmental manner of GATs. The apoptosis index (AI) of GATs was significantly higher than that of PTs (p = 0.0003). Especially in the deeper portion of the tumour, the AI value of GATs (4.54, SD: 1.86) was statistically more significant than that (0.34, SD: 0.48) of PTs (p<0.001). However, irrespective of dysplasia, a higher AI of GATs in the deeper portion was demonstrated in the early stage (10-19 mm in diameter), in contrast to that of PTs (P = 0.0001). The Ki-67 labeling index as proliferation index (PI) of the deeper portion of GATs was 22.4 (SD: 7.8), which was significantly lower than that (33.4, SD: 11.7) of PTs (p = 0.0016). No significant differences in the superficial and the whole tumours were obtained comparing GATs and PTs. PI values of GATs increased with their size (p = 0.0034). The current investigation clearly indicates that colorectal adenomas/tumours with granule-aggregating appearance have a higher apoptosis index in the deeper portion. This was demonstrated from an early stage of growth. These characteristic cell loss and cell proliferation kinetics give this tumour unique clinical features, that is, a laterally spreading manner or infrequent invasion even after malignant transformation. Therefore, the importance of recognizing non-polypoid colorectal neoplasms with a granular feature as a new disease concept is emphasized.